Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Controlling cooperativity is essential for utilizing the light--matter interactions^[@CR1]^. For light coupled with quantum systems, cooperativity measures the ratio of Rabi frequency to decay rates and can be controlled by changing the photon Fock state occupation^[@CR2]^. Recently, high cooperativity was demonstrated in hybridizing magnons and cavity microwave photons^[@CR3]--[@CR10]^. In contrast to a single spin system^[@CR2]^, the harmonic oscillator nature of the ensemble of spins in the linear dynamic regime makes the magnon Rabi frequency independent of the photon number^[@CR11]--[@CR14]^. Breaking the harmonic limit has been a pursuit of continuing interest in the study of collective dynamics, as, for example, in the case of the Kohn theorem^[@CR15]--[@CR17]^. The same quest is developing in the new field of cavity spintronics^[@CR18]^, where it is required for quantum control of collective spin dynamics^[@CR19],\ [@CR20]^.

Here we show that a feedback cavity architecture breaks the harmonic limit for magnon--photon coupling. By increasing the voltage-controlled feedback photon number, we observe an increase of the Rabi frequency, accompanied with the evolution of the cavity magnon polariton^[@CR7],\ [@CR11],\ [@CR12]^ to a cavity magnon triplet and a cavity magnon quintuplet. The unprecedented capability of on-chip control of magnon-photon cooperativity, which our theory links to the physics of cooperative polariton dynamics, may open up exciting opportunities for exploiting the light--matter interactions.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Device architecture {#Sec3}
-------------------

Our experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. We use a planar passive cavity (P) with a mode frequency *ω* ~*c*~ to couple photons with the magnons (M) in a ferromagnetic insulator yttrium iron garnet (YIG). The YIG sphere is placed on top of the cavity at an adjustable distance *d*. An external magnetic field **H** is applied parallel to the cavity to tune the magnon frequency *ω* ~*r*~. When *ω* ~*r*~ approaches *ω* ~*c*~, the magnon--photon coupling^[@CR21]^ produces the cavity magnon polariton (CMP)^[@CR7]^ in the P--M device, which is detected by using a two-port vector network analyzer (VNA) that measures the transmission coefficient *S* ~21~(*ω*) of the P-cavity. The key innovation of our experiment, in comparison with the recent pioneering studies of magnon--photon coupling^[@CR3]--[@CR10]^, is the design and implementation of an active cavity (A), which contains a microwave amplifier with voltage (V)-controlled gain (*G* ~*n*~). The two cavities (A and P) are carefully designed to have the same mode frequency. They are weakly coupled and phase matched to each other (see Supplementary Notes [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details). Such a feedback-coupled cavity architecture is crucial as it offers more capabilities than the versatile double beam technique^[@CR22]^: Essentially, the A-cavity acts as a feedback loop to compensate the microwave loss of the P-cavity, and produces a gain up to 360,000; the cavity quality factor is tunable up to 81,500, about three orders of magnitude higher than conventional planar cavities. Furthermore, feedback photons couple with the CMP, and thus coherently enhance the strong coupling in the P-M device. Altogether, these capabilities reveal a hidden cooperative effect of polariton dynamics, which has escaped studies ever since 1954, when Dicke elucidated the cooperative molecular dynamics^[@CR23]^ that led to the development of super-radiant devices^[@CR24],\ [@CR25]^.Fig. 1Device architecture. **a** The A-P-M device consists of a passive cavity (P), an active cavity **A** with a voltage tuneable gain (*G* ~*n*~), and an YIG sphere with magnons (M). **b** The *Q*-factor and *G* ~*n*~ of the A-P cavity circuit are tunable up to 81,500 and 360,000, respectively, by changing *V*. **c**, \|*S* ~21~\| spectra of the cavity mode measured at *V* = 0 and 7 V, together with a fitted theoretical curve

A dozen A-P-M devices with different geometries were designed and showed consistent results, with a variety of new effects involving the light--matter interactions being revealed. In this paper the emphasis is on data rendered from a typical device, which focuses on the fundamental issue of the breaking of the harmonic protection of magnon-photon cooperativity.

The magnon mode we study has Gilbert damping parameter *α* = 2.0 × 10^−4^, and the dispersion follows the Kittel formula $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega _r = \gamma \mu _0\left( {\left| H \right| + H_A} \right)$$\end{document}$. Here, *γ* = 173 GHz T^−1^ is the electron gyromagnetic ratio, *μ* ~0~ *H* ~*A*~ = 8.56 mT is the effective field^[@CR3]--[@CR10]^, and *μ* ~0~ is the permeability of vacuum. We study the A-P-M devices by using three methods to systematically control the CMP: (i) tuning *d* to control the P-M coupling strength, (ii) tuning *V* to control the feedback photon number, and (iii) tuning *H* to change the frequency detuning $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Distance *d* dependent Rabi frequency {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------

We begin our study with the feedback switched off (*V* = 0) and with an intra-cavity photon number of about 10^6^. Figure [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured at zero detuning (Δ = 0). Within the broad cavity mode of *Q* = 25, a dip appears at *ω* ~*c*~/2*π* = 3.160 GHz. This is the characteristic spectral response of CMP in the regime of magnetically induced transparency^[@CR5]^ defined by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/2 Q  >\Omega_0 / \omega_c  >\alpha$$\end{document}$. The Rabi frequency *Ω* ~0~ depends on *d* since the rf field of the P-cavity increases with decreasing *d*. By fitting the \|*S* ~21~\| spectra using the CMP theory^[@CR5],\ [@CR11],\ [@CR12]^, we deduce *Ω* ~0~ and plot the *Ω* ~0~−*d* dependence in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (the solid circles).Fig. 2Distance dependent Rabi frequency. **a** \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured at Δ = 0 and *V* = 0 V, for *d* = 1.3, 0.9, and 0.6 mm. The corresponding Rabi frequencies *Ω* ~0~ are determined by line shape fitting. **b** Rabi frequency as a function of *d*. The solid (open) circles represent data measured at *V* = 0 V (7 V). The solid curve represents *Ω* ~0~/2*π* calculated from Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) by using η determined from a Maxwell's equations solver, where the dashed curve is calculated with *Ω* ~*f*~ = 1.5*Ω* ~0~. **c** \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured at Δ = 0 and *V* = 7 V. The Rabi frequencies *Ω* ~*f*~ are determined from the mode splitting

The expected value of *Ω* ~0~ is given by^[@CR3]--[@CR5],\ [@CR12],\ [@CR21]^ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_0 = \eta \gamma \sqrt {5\mu _0\hbar \omega _c/4V_c}$$\end{document}$ is the vacuum Rabi frequency of a single spin, *N* = 1.1 × 10^19^ is the total number of spins in the YIG sphere, and *V* ~*c*~ is the cavity mode volume. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta = h\left( d \right)/h\left( 0 \right)$$\end{document}$ describes *d*-dependent spatial overlap between the rf field *h* and the magnon mode in YIG^[@CR5]^, which we calculate by using a Maxwell's equations solver. With *V* ~*c*~ = 7.98 × 10^−5^ m^3^ as the only fitting parameter, the calculated Rabi frequency is plotted in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} (solid curve), and agrees well with the measured result.

Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) shows that *Ω* ~0~ has an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt N$$\end{document}$-fold enhancement from *g* ~0~. It is this cooperative spin dynamic effect^[@CR14],\ [@CR21],\ [@CR23],\ [@CR26]^ that makes cavity magnon systems highly interesting^[@CR3]--[@CR10]^. However, such a collective dynamics has a drawback: a single quantum two-level system can be saturated by one photon excitation, so that adding photons enhances the Rabi frequency^[@CR2]^, but the magnon-photon coupling exhibits classical behavior^[@CR7]^ of coupled harmonic oscillators^[@CR11],\ [@CR12]^. In the linear dynamic regime where the number of CMP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m \ll N$$\end{document}$, the spin ensemble is far from being saturated, so that adding photons may increase *m* but does not change *Ω* ~0~. Hence, in contrast to quantum systems^[@CR2]^, the magnon-photon cooperativity, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C \equiv 2(\Omega _0/\omega _c)^2Q/\alpha$$\end{document}$, has been found to be independent of photon number^[@CR7]^. Breaking such a harmonic limit without interfering with the complex nonlinear magnetization dynamics^[@CR21],\ [@CR27],\ [@CR28]^ seems impossible. But, as we reveal below, a distinct cooperative polariton dynamics may be used in the linear dynamic regime ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m \ll N$$\end{document}$), which enables tuning of the magnon Rabi frequency by the changing of the feedback photon numbers.

Feedback dependent Rabi frequency {#Sec5}
---------------------------------

Figure [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the \|*S* ~21~\| spectra still measured at Δ = 0, but with the amplifier switched on at *V* = 7 V. Feedback gain of *G* ~*n*~ = 3.6 × 10^5^ with a feedback photon number of *n* = 1 × 10^13^ is created. The cavity mode frequency shifts slightly to *ω* ~*c*~/2*π* = 3.177 GHz, while the *Q*-factor is significantly increased to 81,500. Noticeably, the A-P-M device enters the strong coupling regime^[@CR3]--[@CR10]^, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega_f / \omega_c  >\alpha  >1/2 Q$$\end{document}$. Here, *Ω* ~*f*~ is the Rabi frequency enhanced by the feedback photons, and is deduced from the two side peaks at *ω* ~*c*~±*Ω* ~*f*~. As shown in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, both *Ω* ~*f*~ and *Ω* ~0~ increase with decreasing *d*, but the ratio of *Ω* ~*f*~/*Ω* ~0~ = 1.5 stays constant. Another remarkable feature is that a sharp resonance appears in the spectral center at *ω* ~*c*~, indicating that the twin CMP evolve to a cavity magnon triplet. It resembles the Mollow triplet^[@CR29]^, a canonical signature of the light--matter interaction observed in single quantum systems^[@CR22]^.

The characteristic trait of the Mollow triplet is that the Rabi splitting increases with the photon number^[@CR22],\ [@CR29]^. This is verified in Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} where we plot the \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured by changing *V*, while keeping the A-P-M device at Δ = 0 with fixed *d* = 0.58 mm (corresponding to *Ω* ~0~/2*π* = 7.5 MHz). As the feedback photon number is increased by increasing *G* ~*n*~, the Rabi splitting increases as shown in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. We find that, numerically, the measured Rabi splitting scales with *G* ~*n*~ via a simple relation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega_f/ \Omega_0 = \left( {1 + \xi \sqrt {G_n} } \right)^{1/2}$$\end{document}$ with *ξ* = 2.7 ×10^−3^. We also find that the scaling parameter *ξ* differs from device to device.Fig. 3Voltage dependent Rabi frequency. **a** \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured at Δ = 0 and *d* = 0.58 mm (*Ω* ~0~/2π = 7.5 MHz), for a series of *V*. **b** The measured (circles) and calculated (curve) ratio of Rabi frequencies *Ω* ~*f*~/*Ω* ~0~ plotted as a function of *V* and *G* ~*n*~. The error bar is the maximum uncertainty caused by the error when fitting the Rabi frequency. **c** Schematic dressed states of both CMP modes. At Δ = 0, they produce the Mollow triplet with *Ω* ~+~ = *Ω* ~−~. At $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _ + \ne \Omega _ -$$\end{document}$. The detuning between the bare states is not shown for brevity

Cooperative polariton dynamics {#Sec6}
------------------------------

Now, we quantitatively explain all these results through a model which we develop to unveil the underlying physics of cooperative polariton dynamics.

Without feedback coupling, the Hamiltonian describing *N* spins collectively coupled with a cavity mode is^[@CR26]^ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat H_0/\hbar = \omega_c\hat p^\dagger \hat p + \omega_r\hat S^z + g_0\left( {\hat S^ + \hat p + \hat p^\dagger \hat S^ - } \right)$$\end{document}$. Here, the creation (annihilation) operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat p^\dagger \left( {\hat p} \right)$$\end{document}$ describe the P-cavity mode, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\vec S = \mathop {\sum}\nolimits_{j = 1}^N \vec S_j$$\end{document}$ is the collective spin (magnon) variable, with each spin in YIG characterized by the operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat S_j^z$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {(S,M)} \right\rangle$$\end{document}$ as the eigenstate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| 0 \right\rangle$$\end{document}$ as the vacuum of the radiation field, the ground state of the coupled spin-photon system^[@CR21]^ is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {G;0} \right\rangle = \left| {\left( {N/2, - N/2} \right);0} \right\rangle$$\end{document}$. The excited states, denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {G;1} \right\rangle = \left| {\left( {N/2, - N/2} \right);1} \right\rangle$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| {E;0} \right\rangle = \left| {\left( {N/2, - N/2 + 1} \right);0} \right\rangle$$\end{document}$, respectively, are coupled to produce two CMP states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_ \pm = \sqrt {\left( {\Omega \pm \Delta /2} \right)/2\Omega }$$\end{document}$ are the state amplitudes with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega \equiv \sqrt {\Omega_0^2 + \left( {\Delta /2} \right)^2}$$\end{document}$. In the CMP basis, collective excitations from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left| \pm \right\rangle$$\end{document}$ lead to the twin CMP modes appearing at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega _ \pm = \omega _c + \Delta /2 \pm \Omega$$\end{document}$.

With feedback coupling, all *m* CMPs produced by magnon-photon coupling are interacting collectively with *n* feedback photons. We find that such a cooperative polariton dynamics is described by the Hamiltonian (see Supplementary Notes [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for details)$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat m_ \pm ^ - = \left| {G;0} \right\rangle \left\langle \pm \right|$$\end{document}$ are two-level operators written in the CMP basis.

Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) links two coherent cooperative dynamics: the collective excitation of the *N* spin ensemble by magnon-photon coupling, and the collective de-excitation of the *m* CMP ensemble due to the coupling of polaritons with the coherently fedback photons. It leads to dressed states^[@CR2]^, as shown in Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The feedback enhanced Rabi frequency is calculated (see Supplementary Note [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) for each CMP mode by considering the coupling between the states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f \equiv \sqrt {n/m}$$\end{document}$ is the feedback factor that can be tuned by changing *G* ~*n*~.

At Δ = 0, we obtain from Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _ \pm = \Omega _f = \Omega _0\sqrt {1 + 2f^2}$$\end{document}$, which means that the two sets of dressed states shown in Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} have the same Rabi splitting. Therefore, they produce the same triplet at *ω* ~*c*~ and *ω* ~*c*~±*Ω* ~*f*~, as observed in Figs. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c and [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Setting *f* = 0.78 for *V* = 7 V, we obtain *Ω* ~*f*~ = 1.5*Ω* ~0~, which produces the dashed line in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

When the gain is tuned by changing V, we have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n \propto G_n$$\end{document}$. In the linear regime, by assuming that the number of CMP is proportional to the non-equilibrium magnetization which depends linearly on the rf field *h* ^[@CR27]^, we find $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m \propto \sqrt {G_n}$$\end{document}$. Hence, Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) leads to the scaling of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _f / \Omega _0 = \left( {1 + \xi \sqrt {G_n} } \right)^{1/2}$$\end{document}$ at Δ = 0, where ξ is a device-specific parameter. This gives the theoretical curve calculated in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.

Furthermore, Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) predicts that at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega _ + \ne \Omega _ -$$\end{document}$. Five modes are expected to appear at *ω* ~*c*~, *ω* ~*c*~±*Ω* ~+~, and *ω* ~*c*~±*Ω* ~−~. Indeed, such an intriguing cavity magnon quintuplet, produced by the cooperative dynamics of CMP, occurs when we change the *H* field.

Cavity magnon quintuplet {#Sec7}
------------------------

Figure [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured at different *H*, with fixed *V* = 7 V and *d* = 0.6 mm. Clearly, when Δ is tuned away from zero, each of the modes at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega _ \pm / 2\pi = 3.177 \pm \Omega _f / 2\pi$$\end{document}$ split into a doublet, and the splitting increases with \|Δ\|. The quintuplet dispersions are plotted in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} as a function of *H* and Δ, respectively. Using *f* = 0.78 and *Ω* ~0~/2*π* = 7.2 MHz determined from Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, we calculate the dispersions from Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) without any other parameters. The result agrees very well with the measured data, as shown in Fig. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4Magnetic field dependent measurement. **a** \|*S* ~21~\| spectra measured at *d* = 0.6 mm (*Ω* ~0~/2*π* = 7.2 MHz) and *V* = 7 V (*f* = 0.78), for five different *H* fields as marked in **b**. The dispersion of the measured magnon quintuplet is plotted as a function of **b**, the magnetic field *H*, and **c**, the detuning Δ/2*π*. The curves in **c** are calculated by using eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""})

Thus, the A-P-M devices coherently utilize two correlated aspects of cooperative dynamics in the feedback-coupled cavity systems. The first aspect, known for more than six decades as cooperative spin dynamics, is rooted in Dicke's seminal work^[@CR23]^. Signified by the Dicke factor $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt N$$\end{document}$, it describes the collective dynamics of the *N* spin system coupled with the vacuum of the radiation field. The second aspect, revealed in this work as cooperative polariton dynamics, shows the collective dynamics of *m* polaritons coupled with the higher Fock states of *n* feedback photons, which manifests itself by the feedback factor of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt {n/m}$$\end{document}$. Using this effect, we demonstrate the breaking of harmonic protection for magnon-photon cooperativity in the linear dynamic regime ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m \ll N$$\end{document}$), and discover the evolution of CMP to a cavity magnon triplet and a quintuplet. We note that although our experiment is based on a ferromagnetic YIG sample, the physics of cooperative polariton dynamics revealed in our study is general. With the feedback cavity technique, new avenues are in sight for harnessing the light--matter interactions at room temperature in the development of cavity spintronics and quantum technologies.
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=======

Experimental details {#Sec9}
--------------------

The planar microwave cavities are fabricated from Rogers RT/duroid 5880 High Frequency Laminates. The relative permittivity of the substrate is 2.2, with a loss tangent of 0.0009. The substrate is 1.57 mm thick and covered by 17.5 μm thick copper layers on both sides. An YIG sphere (M) with a diameter of 1 mm is attached to a Polytetrafluoroethylene rod which is transparent to microwaves. The rod is further connected to a stepping motor, so that the position of YIG sphere can be precisely controlled to tune the coupling strength between the YIG sphere and the cavity. All the measurements are performed at room-temperature. The cavity along with the YIG sphere as a whole hybrid system is immersed in a static external magnetic field. The *S* ~21~ spectra of the hybrid system is obtained using a Vector Network Analyzer (Agilent PNA N5230C) to measure the transmission signal of the cavity from port 1 to 2 with an input microwave power of −50 dBm.

Theoretical description {#Sec10}
-----------------------

The measured *S* ~21~ spectra of the A-P and P-M devices are analyzed by using input-output theory to determine the quality factor, gain, and coupling strength. The measured dispersions of the A-P-M hybrid system are quantitatively and consistently explained by developing a model based on quantum theory. Without feedback photons, *N* spins are collectively driven by the radiation field of the P-cavity mode. When the gain of the A-cavity is switched on, in addition to the magnon-photon coupling that produces *m* CMPs, the ensemble of CMP also collectively couples with the *n* coherently fedback photons. These two coherently linked cooperative dynamics are described by Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) in the main text, as well as by Supplementary Eq. [10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Based on this Hamiltonian, the quintuplet dispersions and the feedback photon enhanced Rabi frequency are calculated. In the Supplementary Notes [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}--[6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, the theoretical derivation and the quantum picture of both magnon--photon coupling and polariton-photon coupling are explained in detail.
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